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Patented Apr. 14, 1953 a 2,634,958 
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 

2,634,958 
. . . . . HEAT ExCHANGER 
Clydes. Simplaar, Racine, Wis., assigner, to 
Miedinéla etiring Company, Racine, Wis., 
a corp fisconsin is 
Applicatión December 3, 1948, serial No. 63,259 

15 Claims. (Cl. 257-245) 2 
Skeh if Fig. 10 is a fragmental side elevation of a modi 

fied form of fin. 
This invention relates 

the channel shaped fin type - - - 
to heat exchangers used for liquid to gasse 
such as intercoolers and aftercoolers, for 
pressors or superchargers. . . v 5 Elg. 12. - 
The fins used in this heat exchanger are prefer- ine, 2- f2 of Fig.11. . . . . . . . . 

ably of the nested channel shaped type. These Fig. 13 is a view partly in plan and partly in 
fins may be of the plain strip design, horizontal section of a modified form of heat 
may be provided with corrigations or contoured exchanger as applied to an oil cooler. 
bottoms or transve slit böttöms . 10 Fig. 14 is a view p 
One of the objects of this in 

is a frag 

invention is to partly in vertically lig 
in which access to both exchanger. Seen in .7: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; 

ses may be had for in- Fig.15 is a fragmental horizontal section of a 
- modified form of the heat exchanger seen in Figs. 

13 and 14, and 
id Fig. 16 is an ende 

pass flow within each individual pass of the h rality of nested fin me 
exchanger with certain plane ended fins pro- Referring to said dr 
viding the baffles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . what diagrammatical a 
Another object is to provide a heat exchanger 20 ing drawings, and referrin 

with effective use of the plenum sections as heat inclusive, which illustrate 
transfer surface. . . . . ment of the invention, th 
Another object is to pro heat exchanger 5 designates the cores 

fabricated primarily from relatively inexpensive exchanger desirably comprising alternately dis 
strip, plate or bar structu 25 posed slabs of liquid passes 16, and slabs of gas Another object is to provide a liquidinlé; and passes 7, separated by metal separation sheets 
outlet fitting at one end of the structure, and a 8: . . . . . . . . . . . . 
gas fitting at the other end of the structure, The slabs of liquid passes is are preferably 
which fittings are detachably secured thereto so composed of channel, shaped fin members 9, 
that when removed, the open ends of the passes 30 nested together iterlocked as illustrated in are exposed for the purposes of inspection and Fig.16, and arra (groups as seen in Figs.2. 
cleaning. . . . . . . . . and 5, having an inlet end 25 and an outlet end 
With these and other objects and advantages 2?. One fin member of each group is made 

in view, this invention consists in the several longer at one end as at 22, and provides a baffle, 
novel features hereinafter fully set forth and 35 and another fin. er of each group is made 
more particularly defined in the appended claims. . . . . . . . - - - - - " - - -- - to provide an 

The invention is clearly illustrated in the d drawings accompanying this specification, in 

Fig. 1 is a view of a heat exchanger embodying 
a simple form of the present invention, the view 
being partly in side elevation and partly in verti 
cal longitudinal section. . . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 2 is a horizontal section, taken substan 
tially on the line 2-2 of Fig.1. 

onal view of a plu 

Fig. 3 is a horizontai section taken substan 
tially on the line 3-3 of Fig.1. 

Fig. 4 is a view party in end elevation with and outlet ends close all of said ends, and bars 
certain parts broken out, and partly vertical cross 26 disposed at the 9 e end of the core struc 
section taken substantially along the line is 4.50 ture close of the adjacentends of the gas passes. 
of Fig. 1. - - - - - - - - Fig. 4 shows the crossbars. 25 closing the ad 

Fig. 5 is a fragmental perspective lius jacentends of the liquid passes. . - 
trating a portion of the core structure of the of the 1 passes are 

Fig. 4), which extend. 
ets 8 and provide. 

heat exchanger. - - - - - - 

Fig. 6 is a fragmental perspective vi 
of the channel shaped fin members wh 
the liquid passes. . . . . . . . 

Fig. 7 is a fragmental perspective view . 52 are 
ructure, after 
achined to 
Ch. certain. 

''. ioth faces against w 
ts are placed as will be hereinafte 

Fig. 9 is a cross sectio 
of Fig. 2. ...st . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . or otherwise detachably secured to the Bolter 
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liquid inlet end of the core structure is a fitting 
27 (see Figs. 2 and 3), here shown as formed of 
a single rectangular plate having a liquid inlet 
28 and a liquid outlet 29 cast integral there with, 
and arranged to be connected to piping. The 
liquid inlet leads to a channel 38 which opens to 
the inlet end 2e of the liquid passes, and the 
liquid outlet 2 leads to a channel 3. Which opens 
from the outlet end of the liquid passes. 
The liquid inlet and outlet fitting 27 is here 

shown as detachably secured to the core struc 
ture by hook bolts 32, (see also Fig. 1) which are 
hooked into the cross bars 26 and extend through 
the fitting and have nuts 33 on their threaded 
ends bearing against the outer face of the fitting. 
A gasket 34 is interposed between the fitting and 
core structure, and is formed with holes for the 
hook-bolts, and with a slot 35 which establishes 
communication between the liquid inlet channel 
30 and inlet end of the liquid passes and said 
gasket is formed with a slot 36 which establishes 
communication between the channel 3 and out 
let end of the liquid passes. 
At the end of the core structure opposite the 

One to which the liquid inlet and outlet fitting 
is attached, is a gas inlet fitting 38 having an 
inlet opening 39 opening to the inlet end 4G of 
the Several slabs of gas passes it. A gas gasket 
43 is interposed between the gas inlet fitting and 
the end of the core structure, and said gasket is 
formed with bolt holes and with an opening 4A 
for establishing communication between the gas 
inlet fitting and the inlet end 49 of the gas passes. 
Hook bolts 45 are hooked into the bars 25, and 
extend through the bolt holes in the gasket and 
gas inlet fitting, and have nuts 46 on their 
threads ends for tightening the fitting against 
the gasket. 
The gas passes are formed by nested together 

channel shaped fin members 42, one of which 
is shown in detail in Fig. 8. The gas fin men 
bers extend between the gasket 43 and the bars 
26, and their open ends are blocked off by said 
bars 26. The fin members 42 are provided with 
holes 4 adjacent their ends for cross flow of the 
SaS. 
The gas passes may be divided into groups 48, 

49 and 50, (see Fig. 3) separated into such groups 
by fin members 24, one of which is seen in de 
tail in Fig. 7. The fin members 24 are each pro 
vided with holes 5 adjacent one end only, the 
remainder of the fin members 24 being imper 
forate, preventing the gas from passing from one 
group to the other except through the holes 5 . 
The holes in one fin member 24 are disposed at 
One end thereof, and the holes in the other fin 
member 24 are disposed at the opposite end 
thereof, whereby the gas is caused to circulate 
through a circuitous path through the gas passes 
from the inlet end 40 to the outlet end 52. It is 
to be understood that the gas flows in the same 
direction in the several passes of any group. 
A gas outlet fitting 53 is secured to the core 

structure at the outlet end 52 of the gas passes 
(see FigS. 2 and 3) as by bolts and nuts 54, 54a. 
To provide a solid connection between the gas 
outlet fitting and the core structure, reinforce 
ment bars 55 and blocks 56 are bonded to the 
core structure, and the bolts 54 may be rigidly 
anchored in said bars 55 and blocks 56 end ex 
tend through a bolting flange 57 formed on the 
gas outlet fitting. Certain of the bolts 54 may 
be anchored in the cross bars 26, and the bolts 
54a may be in the form of hook bolts anchored 
in reinforcement bars 55. Corrguated reinforce 
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4. 
ment strips 72 (see Figs. 1, 3 and 5) may be pro 
vided between the separation sheets 8 at the 
discharge end of the gas passes. 
In the liquid inlet and outlet fitting 2 is 

formed a drainage channel 58 closed by a plug 
60 (see Fig. 1), and connected to the gas passes 
by ducts 59 (see also Fig. 9). By suspending the 
heat exchanger from the end containing the gas 
inlet fitting 38 and unscrewing a plug 60 any 
liquid which may have collected in the gas passes 
lay be drained out through the channel 58. 
The gas fin member may be imperforate be 

tween the holes , or their bottom Walls may be 
corrugated as shown at 60 in Fig. 10, or they may 
be provided with diagonal slits 61, with down 
turned lips as shown in Fig. 11. The bottoms of 
the gas fins may be otherwise contoured to obtain 
greater Surface area. 

In the modified form of the invention illus 
trated in Figs. 13 and 14 which is shown as 
applied to an oil cooler, the water passes are 
shown at 6a and the oil passes at 9a. These 
paSSes are formed of nested together channel 
shaped fin members as in the preferred form and 
extend from end to end of the core structure, 
the Water and oil passes being arranged alter 
nately. Channel shaped bars 25a, close the ends 
of the oil passes at one end, bars 26a close the 
ends of the water passes at the other end of the 
core structure. A water inlet and outlet fitting 
63 is removably secured to one end of the core 
structure as by bolts and nuts 64, and an oil inlet 
and Outlet fitting 65 is removably secured to the 
other end of the core structure by bolts and nuts 
66. Angle shaped bands 67 are bonded to the core 
Structure and the bolts extend through bolting 
flanges of the fittings and through said angle 
shaped bands. Gaskets 68 may be interposed 
between the flanges of the fittings and the angle 
Shaped bands to provide leak-proof joints. 
The Water inlet and outlet fitting 63 and the 

oil inlet and outlet fitting 65 are each provided 
With a partition 69, in which is secured a bear 
ing strip to that bears against the core structure 
and respectively divide the water and oil inlet 
and outlet fittings 63 and 65 into inlet and out 
let chambers. The fin members are provided 
With holes adjacent their ends but in oppositely 
disposed relation so that the incoming water may 
cross fioW through the water passes, and dis 
charge through the water outlet chamber. The 
Sane arrangement is provided in the oil inlet and 
outlet fittings, whereby the oil enters the oil 
passes through one chamber and discharges from 
the oil passes through the other chamber. 

In the modified form of oil cooler shown in 
Fig. 15, each inlet and outlet fitting 63a is O'O- 
Vided With a partition 69a, and a Separate head 
lf, bolted to the fitting 63a is provided which may 
be removed from the fitting without disturbing 
the gas connections. 
From the above it is apparent that I have 

provided a heat exchanger, having inlet and out 
let fittings removably secured to a core Struc 
ture having liquid and gas paSSes through which 
may be exposed for inspection and cleaning by 
removing the fittings. 

Having thus described my invention, it will be 
apparent that various immaterial Odifications 
maybe made therein without departing from the 
Spirit or scope of my invention; hence I do not 
Wish to be understood as limiting myself to the 
exact form, construction, arrangement and com 
bination of parts herein shown and described or 
uses mentioned. 
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What I claim as new and desire to secure by 
letters Patent is: 
1. In a heat exchanger the combination of a 

core structure comprising alternately disposed 
slabs of fiquid passes and slabs of gas passes air 
ranged for substantially counterflow heat ex 
change, the passes being formed by channel 
shaped fin members, the bottorn Walls of the fin 
members which form the gas passes having per 
forations adjacent their ends forming a plenum 
chamber to provide cross flow from One pass to 
the next adjacent one, metal separation sheets, 
one between adjacent slabs of passes, each slab 
being closed at one end and open at the other 
end, with the closed ends of the adjacent slab be 
ing positioned at opposite ends of the core struc 
ture, a liquid inlet and outlet fitting detachably 
secured to the end of said core Structure upon 
which the liquid passes open, and in communica." 
tion with the liquid passes, a gas inlet fitting de 
tachably secured to said core structure at the op 
posite end thereof upon which the gas passes Open, 
and in communication. With the gaS paSSeS, a gaS 
outlet fitting detachably secured to a side of the 
core structure, in cornin:nication with Said gas 
passes and gaskets one interposed between each 
fitting and the core structure, and Said gas passes 
arranged for access thereto for inspection and 
cleaning upon removal of the gas inlet fitting. 

2. in a heat exchanger the connbination of a 
core structure comprising alternately disposed 
slabs of liquid passes and slabs of gas passes, the 
passes being formed by channel shaped fin men 
bers, the bottom walls of the fin members which 
form the gas passes having perforations adjacent 
their ends to provide for cross flow from one gaSS 
to the next adjacent one, a baffle dividing Said gas 
passes into groups, said bafile having perforations 
adjacent one end for the passage of gas from One 
group to the next adjacent group, metal Separa 
tion sheets separating adjacent slabs of passes, a 
liquid inlet and outlet fitting detachably secured 
to one end of said core structure in communica 
tion with one end of liquid passes, a gas inlet fit 
ting detachably secured to said core structure at 
the opposite end thereof and in communication 
with the gas passes, a gas outlet fitting detach 
ably secured to the core structure in communica 
tion with said gas passes, and gaskets one inter 
posed between each fitting the core structure. 

3. In a heat exchanger the combination of a 
core structure comprising alternately disposed 
slabs of liquid passes and slabs of gas passes, the 
passes being formed by channel shaped fin mem 
bers, the bottom walls of the fin members which 
form the gas passes having perforations adjacent 
their ends to provide for croSS foW fron One paSS 
to the next adjacent one, baffles dividing Said 
passes into. groups, said baffles each having per 
forations adjacent one end for the passage of gas 
to a next adjacent group, the perforations of one 
baffle being disposed adjacent one end of the core 
structure, and the perforation of the other bafile 
being disposed adjacent the opposite end of the 
core structure, metal separation sheets, one be 
tween each adjacent slab of passes, a liquid inlet 
and outlet fitting detachably secured to One end 
of said structure in communication with the liquid 
passes, a gas inlet fitting detachably Secured to 
said core structure at the opposite end thereof, 
and in communication With the gas passes, a gas 
outlet fitting detachably secured to the core struc 
ture in communication with said gas passes, and 
gaskets.one interposed between each fitting and 
the core structure. 
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6. 
4. In a heat exchanger the combination of an 

elongated hollow fluid pass, a plurality of fin ele 
ments having their respective side edges secured 
to oppositely disposed side walls of Said pass, Said 
fin elements longitudinally extending Substan 
tially from one end of said pass to the other to 
divide said pass into a plurality of longitudinally 
extending fluid passageways, Said fin elements 
having apertures therein adjacent each end there 
of providing communication between the paSSage 
ways with at least one of Said fin elements being 
solid at one end to provide a baffle operative to 
form a circuitous fluid pathi through Said paSS, 
and means adjacent each end of the fluid path SO 
formed for providing a fluid inlet and Outlet for 
Saidpa SS. 

5. In a heat exchanger the combination of a 
core structure comprising Several alternately dis 
posed slabs of fluid passes Coimprising slabs of 
liquid passes and slabs of gas passes in heat. ex 
change relationhip. formed by nested together 
channel-shaped fin elementS. and separated by 
metal sheets, the nested together channel-shaped 
fin elements comprising each slab of fluid passes 
forming a plurality of continuously straight, Sub 
stantially parallel fluid passages, plenum charin 
bers formed at each end of Said slabs of fluid 
passes, the bottom. Wall of the nested together 
channel-shaped fin elements which form certain 
of the slabs of fluid passes having perforations 
adjacent an end thereof forming a plenum chain 
ber to provide cross flow, from one passage to the 
next adjacent one, cross bars adapted for closing 
One end of each slab of the liquid passes, the Op 
posite ends thereof being open throughout their 
iength, and other cross bars adapted for closing 
the opposite ends of each slab of the gas passes, 
the opposite ends thereof being open through 
out their length, a liquid inlet and outlet fitting 
detachably secured to one end of the core struc 
ture of the open ends of and in communication 
with the liquid passes, said fitting having a drain 
passage therein communicating with said gas 
passes, a gas inlet fitting detachably Secured to 
said core structure at the opposite end thereof 
and in communication with the open ends of the 
gas passes, a gas outlet fitting detachably Secured 
to the core structure in communication with said 
gas passes, and gaskets, one interposed between 
each fitting and the core structure. 

6. In a heat exchanger the combination of a, 
core structure comprising alternately disposed 
slabs of fluid passes including slabs of liquid 
passes and slabs of gas passes arranged for Sub 
stantially counterfioWheat transfer and separated 
by metal sheets, the passes being formed by nested 
together, channel-shaped fins, plenum chambers 
formed at each of said slabs of fluid passes, the 
bottom wall of the nested together channel 
shaped fins which forms certain of the slabs of 
fluid passes having perforations adjacent one end 
thereof forming a plenum chamber to provide 
cross flow from one pass to the next adjacent one, 
and the liquid paSSes being arranged in groups 
with baffles separating the groups at alternate 
ends, whereby the liquid circulates through a cir 
cuitous path from an inlet end to an outlet end, 
said sheets and fins being bonded together to 
form an integral structure, a liquid inlet and out 
let fitting connected to a complementary end 
of the core structure having an inlet channel 
communicating With the inlet ends of the liquid 
passes, and having an outlet channel communi 
cating with the outlet ends of the liquid passes, a 
gasinlet fitting connected to a complementary end 
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of the core structure and having an inlet open 
ing communicating With the slabs of gaS paSSes, 
a gas outlet fitting connected to the core struc 
ture at the outlet end of the gas passes comple 
entally formed to the gas outlet fitting and 

gaskets interposed between the Several fittings 
and core structure, and said liquid passes and 
said gas passes arranged for access thereto for 
inspection and cleaning upon reinOval of Said air 
inlet fitting and said liquid inlet and outlet fit 
ting. 

7. In a heat eXchanger the combination of a 
core structure comprising alternately disposed 
slabs of fluid passes including slabs of liquid 
passes and slabs of gas passes separated by metal 
sheets and arranged for Substantially counter 
flow heat transfer, the slabs of fluid passes be 
ing formed by nested together channel-shaped 
fins providing a plurality of Substantially par 
allel fiuid passages, the bottom wall of the nested 
together channel-shaped fins which form the 
slabs of gas passes having perforations adja 
cent each end thereof forming plenum chambers 
to provide cross flow from one passage to the 
next adjacent one, and the liquid paSSes being 
arranged in groups with baffles separating the 
groups at alternate ends, whereby the liquid cir 
culates through a circuitous path from an inlet 
end to an outlet end, croSS bars for closing one 
corresponding end of each slab of the liquid 
passes and other cross bars for closing the op 
posite corresponding end of each sai) of the gas 
passes, a liquid inlet and outlet fitting connected 
to a complementally formed end of the Core 
structure at the open ends of Said liquid passes, 
and having an inlet channel coininunicating 
With the inlet ends of the liquid passes, and 
having an outlet channel communicating with 
the outlet ends of the liquid passes, a gas inlet 
fitting detachably secured to the opposite end 
of the core structure and having an inlet open 
ing communicating With the slabs of gas passes, 
a gas outlet fitting connected to the core Struc 
ture at the outlet end of the gas passes, and 
gaskets interposed between the Several fittings 
and the core Structure, and Said liquid paSSes 
and said gas passes arranged for access thereto 
for inspection and cleaning. 

3. In a heat eXchanger the combination of a 
core structure comprising alteriately disposed 
slabs of liquid passes and slabs of gas passes 
separated by inetal sheets, Said liquid and gas 
passes arranged for access thereto for inspect 
ing and cleaning, the slabs of liquid and gas 
passes being formed by nested together channel 
shaped fins providing a plurality of continuously 
straight, substantially parallel fluid passages, 
cross bars for closing one corresponding end of 
each slab of the liquid passes and other cross 
bars for closing the opposite corresponding end 
of each slab of the gas paSSes, a liquid inlet and 
outlet fitting disposed on the end of Said core 
Structure at the Open ends of Said liquid passes 
in communication. With the liquid paSSes, a gas 
inlet fitting disposed at the opposite end of the 
Structure in connunication. With the gas passes, 
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a gas outlet fitting Secured to a side of the core 
structure in communication. With Said gaS paSSes, 
hook bolts anchored in certain of Said bars and 
extending through the liquid inlet fitting and 
gas inlet fitting with nuts on their threaded ends 
bearing against the Outer face of the fittings, 
said nuts when unscrewed permitting removal 
of said fittings, Whereby the paSSes may be in 
spected and cleaned. 

O 

5 

8 
9. A heat eXchanger comprising in combina 

tion a core structure, comprising alternately dis 
posed slabs of liquid passes and slabs of gas 
paSSes arranged for Substantially counterflow 
heat eXchange, With metal Separation sheets 
Separating each slab of passes from the next 
adjacent one, Said passes being formed by nested 
together channel-shaped fin members, all of 
Said fin nembers extending in the same direction, 
the liquid passes being open at one end and 
closed at the other end, and the gas passes be 
ing Open at Said other end and closed at their 
Other ends, and there being openings at the 
botton Walls adjacent an end of the fin members 
to form a plenum chamber to provide for cross 
flow of the gas, a liquid inlet and outlet fitting 
connected to the core structure at, and extend 
ing CrOSS the open ends of the liquid passes 
and Complementally formed to the inlet and 
outlet fitting, a gas inlet fitting connected to 
the complementally formed structure at, and 
extending across the open ends of the gas passes, 
and a gas outlet fitting connected to the core 
structure at the gas outlet thereof complemen 
tally formed to the gas outlet fitting whereby 
upon relaoval of the liquid inlet and outlet fit 
ting and gas inlet fitting, the liquid and gas 
paSSes are adapted for cleaning and inspection. 

10. A heat eXchanger comprising in combina 
tion a core structure arranged for access thereto 
for inspection and cleaning, comprising alter 
nately disposed slabs of liquid passes and slabs 
Of gas paSSes arranged for substantially counter 
flow heat eXchange, With metal separation sheets 
Separating each slab of passes from the next 
adjacent One, Said passes being formed by nested 
together channel-shaped fin members extending 
in parallel directions, the liquid passes being 
Open at one end of the respective fin members 
forming Such passes and closed at the other end, 
and the gas passes being open at the opposite 
end of the fin members forming such passes 
and closed at their ends adjacent the open ends 
Of the liquid passes, and there being openings 
at the botton Walls adjacent the ends of cer 
tain of the fin members providing for cross foW 
of the gas, a baffle in each slab for dividing the 
liquid paSSes into groups and forming a plenum 
chamber to provide for cross flow, a perforated 
baffle in each slab for dividing the gas passes 
into groups and arranged to provide for cross 
flow of the gas, a liquid inlet and outlet fitting 
Connected to the complementaily formed core 
Structure at the open ends of the liquid passes, 
a gas inlet fitting connected to the complemen 
tally formed structure at the open ends of the 
gaS paSSeS, and a gaS Outlet fitting connected 
to the core structure at the gas outlet thereof 
complementally formed to the gas outlet fitting. 

11. In a heat eXchanger, the combination of 
a core structure arranged for access thereto for 
inspection and cleaning and comprising alter 
nately disposed slabs of liquid passes and slabs 
of gas paSSes, the passes arranged for substan 
tially counterflow heat exchange and being 
formed by nested together channel-shaped fin 
members, the bottom Walls of the fin members 
Which form the gas passes having perforations 
adjacent their ends to provide cross flow from 
One paSS to the next adjacent one, said fin 
members extending Substantially in the same di 
rection, metal separation sheets, one between 
adjacent slabs of passes, baffles in the several 
slabs of passes for directing the flow of liquid and 
gas in circuitous paths, each slab of gas passes 
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being Open at one of the corresponding ends 
of Said fin members, each slab of liquid passes 
being open at the opposite end thereof, a liquid 
inlet and outlet fitting connected to the end of 
Said COre structure at Such open ends of, and 
in Communication with the liquid passes, a gas 
fitting connected to said core structure at the 
opposite end thereof complementally formed to 
the gas fitting, and in communication with the 
adjacent open ends of the gas passes, a gas 
fitting connected to a side of the core struc 
ture complementally formed to the gas fitting 
and in communication with said gas passes, 
means for Sealing the other end of each slab 
from the adjacent fitting thereat and gaskets 
one interposed between each fitting and the core 
structure. 

12. In a heat exchanger, the combination of an 
elongated hollow fluid pass, a plurality of nested 
together channel-shaped fin elements having 
their respective side edges Secured to oppositely 
disposed side walls of said pass, said fin elements 

0. 

15 

longitudinally extending substantially from one 
end of said pass to the other to divide said pass 
into a plurality of longitudinally extending fluid 
passageways, Said channel-shaped fin elements 
each having apertures formed in the bottom 
thereof adjacent each end of the pass forming 
a plenum chamber to provide communication be 
tween the respective passageways, and inlet and 
outlet fitting members adjacent each end of said 
pass for providing a fluid inlet and outlet there 
for. 

13. In a heat exchanger, a core structure com 
prising a plurality of slabs of nested, channel 
shaped fin members forming longitudinally ex 
tending passages, the fin members forming said 
slabs arranged for Substantially counterflow heat 
exchange and extending in parallel directions, 
with the ends of all fin members terminating at 
a pair of oppositely disposed ends of the core 
structure, frame members at one of said ends 
adapted for sealing certain of Said slab ends 
thereat from the corresponding ends of adjacent 
slabs, additional frame members at the other of 
said ends also adapted for sealing the ends of 
the other slabs thereat from the adjacent ends 
of the first-mentioned slabs, the elements of Said 
core structure being bonded together into an 
integral unit, each of said slabs being formed at 
its closed end with passages therein providing 
cross flow at such end, the passages providing 
cross flow being formed by apertures in the bot 
tom wall in at least one end of the channel 
shaped fin members forming the respective slabs 
and connections secured to Said core structure 
forming a fluid inlet and a fluid outlet for each 
slab, one of said connections extending across one 
of said ends and communicating with the open 
slab ends thereat, and the other extending across 
the other of said ends and communicating with 
the open slab ends thereat, said last-mentioned 
connections including heater flanges connected 
to complementary casing flanges of the core 
structure, so as to permit detachment of one of 
such connections exposing the adjacent open 
slab ends thereat, and the detachment of the 
other of such connections exposing the adjacent 
open slab ends thereat, whereby upon de 
tachment of the last-mentioned connections, the 
longitudinally extending passages are adapted 
for cleaning and inspection. 

14. In a heat exchanger, a core structure ar 
ranged for access thereto for cleaning and in 
spection and comprising a plurality of spaced, 
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substantially parallel sheets, a plurality of elon 
gated nested together channel-shaped fin men 
bers positioned between each pair of adjacent 
sheets forming slabs of fin members, Said fin 
members extending in parallel directions, with 
the ends of all fin members terminating at a pair 
of oppositely disposed ends of the core structure 
and forming a fluid pass between each pair of 
adjacent sheets, frame member at one of Said 
ends adapted for Sealing the ends of certain of 
Said passes thereat from the corresponding ends 
of adjacent passes, additional frame members at 
the other of said oppositely disposed ends also 
adapted for sealing the ends of the other passes 
thereat from the adjacent ends of the first 
mentioned passes, whereby said fluid passes 
formed are arranged in substantially counterflow 
heat exchange relationship, each of said passes 
being formed at its closed end with passages 
therein providing cross flow at such end, the 
passages providing cross flow being formed by 
apertures in the bottom wall in at least one end 
of the channel-shaped fin members forming the 
respective slabs and connections secured to said 
COre Structure forming a fluid inlet and a fluid 
outlet for each pass, one of said connections ex 
tending across one of said ends and communicat 
ing with the open pass ends thereat, and the 
other extending across the other of said ends 
and communicating with the open pass ends 
thereat, said last-mentioned connections includ 
ing header flanges connected to complementary 
Casing flanges of the core structure, so as to per 
init detachment of one of such connections ex 
posing the adjacent open pass ends thereat, and 
the detachment of the other of such connections 
eXposing the adjacent open pass ends thereat. 

15. An elongated hollow fluid pass for a heat 
exchanger having inlet, and outlet connections 
for the fluid circulating therethrough and com 
prising a plurality of channel-shaped fin ele 
ments having their side edges nested together, 
Said fin elements longitudinally extending sub 
stantially from one end of said pass to the other 
to divide said pass into a plurality of longitudi 
nally extending fluid passageways, and the bot 
tom wall of said channel-shaped fin elements 
each having apertures therein adjacent each end 
of the pass adapted to form a plenum chamber 
at each end of the hollow fluid pass to provide 
communication between the respective passage 
Ways, and the plenum chambers adapted to be 
connected to the inlet and outlet connections 
of the heat exchanger. 
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